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Abstract
At high center of mass energies, hadroproduction of heavy quarks can be expressed in
terms of the same color dipole cross section as low Bjorken-x deep inelastic scattering.
We show analytically that at leading order, the dipole formulation is equivalent to
the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism of the conventional parton model. In phenomeno-
logical application, we employ a parameterization of the dipole cross section which
also includes higher order and saturation effects, thereby going beyond the parton
model. Numerical calculations in the dipole approach agree well with experimental
data on open charm production over a wide range of energy. Dipole approach and
next to leading order parton model yield similar values for open charm production,
but for open bottom production, the dipole approach tends to predict somewhat
higher cross sections than the parton model.
PACS: 13.85.Ni
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy quark hadroproduction has been conventionally described in the framework of
QCD parton model [1, 2, 3]. At high center of mass energies
√
s, many hard-processes,
including Drell-Yan [4] and heavy-quark production [5, 6], can be described in terms of the
color dipole cross sections originally deduced from low xBj deep inelastic scattering (DIS) (see
e.g. [7]). The dipole formulation of heavy quark production was first introduced in [5]. This
alternative approach to heavy quark production provides a theoretical framework for treating
the nuclear effects, which are present in high energy proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus
collisions. However, the connection between this dipole approach and the conventional
parton model approach remains to be delineated and clarified. The purpose of this paper is
to demonstrate the validity of the dipole approach in proton-proton (pp) collisions and to
illuminate its relation to the conventional parton model.
An alternative approach to heavy quark production that is designed especially for energies
much larger than the heavy quark mass mQ and which is able to describe nuclear effects
is desirable for a variety of reasons. At low x, the heavy quark pair is produced over large
longitudinal distances, which can exceed the radius of a large nucleus by orders of magnitude.
Indeed, even though the matrix element of a hard process is dominated by short distances,
of the order of the inverse of the hard scale, the cross section of that process also depends
on the phase space element. Due to gluon radiation, the latter becomes very large at high
energies, and it is still a challenge how to resum the corresponding low-x logarithms. The
dipole formulation allows for a simple phenomenological recipe to include these low-x logs.
The large length scale in the problem leads to pronounced nuclear effects, giving one the
possibility to use nuclear targets as microscopic detectors to study the space-time evolution
of heavy quark production.
In addition, heavy quark production is of particular interest, because this process directly
probes the gluon distributions of the colliding particles. Note that at the tremendous center
of mass energies of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and especially of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), charm (and at LHC also bottom) decays will dominate the dilepton
continuum [8]. Thus, a measurement of the heavy quark production cross section at RHIC
and LHC will be relatively easy to accomplish and can yield invaluable information about the
(nuclear) gluon density [9]. It is expected that at very low x, the growth of the gluon density
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FIG. 1: The three lowest order graphs contributing to heavy quark production
in the dipole approach. These graphs correspond to the gluon-gluon fusion
mechanism of heavy quark production in the parton model.
will be slowed down by nonlinear terms in the QCD evolution equations [10]. The onset
of this non-linear regime is controlled by the so-called saturation scale Qs(x,A), which is
already of order of the charm quark mass at RHIC and LHC energies. Moreover, Qs(x,A) ∝
A1/3 (A is the atomic mass of the nucleus), so that one can expect sizable higher twist
corrections in AA collisions [6]. Note that saturation will lead to a breakdown of the twist
expansion, since one cannot conclude any more that terms suppressed by powers of the
heavy quark mass mQ are small, Q
n
s (x,A)/m
n
Q ∈ O(1) for any n. Saturation effects are most
naturally described in the dipole picture.
II. COLOR DIPOLE APPROACH TO HEAVY QUARK HADROPRODUCTION
The color dipole approach is formulated in the target rest frame, where heavy quark
production looks like pair creation in the target color field, Fig. 1. For a short time, a gluon
G from the projectile hadron can develop a fluctuation which contains a heavy quark pair
(QQ¯). Interaction with the color field of the target then may release these heavy quarks.
The similarity between heavy quark production and pair creation at high partonic center
of mass energies has already been pointed out in [1]. Apparently, the mechanism depicted
in Fig. 1 corresponds to the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism of heavy quark production in
the leading order (LO) parton model. The dipole formulation is therefore applicable only
at low x2, where the gluon density of the target is much larger than all quark densities[30].
The kinematical range where the dipole approach is valid can of course only be determined
a posteriori. This is similar to determining the minimal value of Q2 for which perturbative
QCD still works.
We will now present formulae for the partonic cross section for producing a heavy quark
4pair QQ¯, limiting ourselves to presenting only the final result. The production amplitudes
can be found in [6]. The derivation can be performed along the same lines as for Drell-Yan,
which is explained in detail in the appendix of [11].
After summation over all three color states in which theQQ¯ pair in Fig. 1 can be produced,
one obtains for the partonic cross section [6],
σ(GN → {QQ¯}X) =
∫ 1
0
dα
∫
d2ρ
∣∣ΨG→QQ¯(α, ρ)∣∣2 σqq¯G(α, ρ), (1)
where σqq¯G is the cross section for scattering a color neutral quark-antiquark-gluon system
on a nucleon [6],
σqq¯G(α, ρ) =
9
8
[σqq¯(αρ) + σqq¯(α¯ρ)]− 1
8
σqq¯(ρ). (2)
Here α is the light-cone momentum fraction carried by the heavy quark Q, and α¯ is the
momentum fraction of the Q¯. In LO, with no additional gluon in the final state, α+ α¯ = 1.
The dipole cross section σqq¯(ρ) is an eigenvalue of the forward diffraction amplitude operator
and has to be determined from experimental data. It depends on the transverse separation
ρ between quark and antiquark. We point out that σqq¯(ρ) is flavor independent, i.e. it is the
same for a dipole of heavy quarks (QQ¯) as for light quarks (qq¯). Note that the dipole cross
section would be independent of energy, if only the Born graphs in Fig. 1 were taken into
account. However, higher order corrections will make σqq¯ a function x2. In order to simplify
the notation, we do not explicitly write out the x2 dependence of the dipole cross section.
The light-cone (LC) wavefunctions for the transition G→ QQ¯ can be calculated pertur-
batively,
ΨG→QQ¯(α, ~ρ1)Ψ
∗
G→QQ¯(α, ~ρ2) =
αs(µR)
(2π)2
{
m2QK0(mQρ1)K0(mQρ2)
+
[
α2 + α¯2
]
m2Q
~ρ1 · ~ρ2
ρ1ρ2
K1(mQρ1)K1(mQρ2)
}
, (3)
where αs(µR) is the strong coupling constant, which is probed at a renormalization scale
µR ∼ mQ. We work in a mixed representation, where the longitudinal direction is treated
in momentum space, while the transverse directions are described in coordinate space rep-
resentation.
Partonic configurations with fixed transverse separations in impact parameter space have
been identified as eigenstates of the interaction a long time ago [12, 13]. Since the degrees of
freedom in the dipole approach are eigenstates of the interaction, this approach is especially
suitable to describe multiple scattering effects, i.e. nuclear effects [5, 6].
5Eq. (1) is a special case of the general rule that at high energy, the cross section for
the reaction a + N → {b, c, . . .}X can be expressed as convolution of the LC wavefunc-
tion for the transition a → {b, c, . . .} and the cross section for scattering the color neutral
{anti−a, b, c . . .}-system on the target nucleon N .
Note that although the dipole cross section is flavor independent, the integral Eq. (1)
is not. Since the Bessel functions K1,0 decay exponentially for large arguments, the largest
values of ρ which can contribute to the integral are of order ∼ 1/mQ. We point out, that
as a consequence of color transparency [12, 14], the dipole cross section vanishes ∝ ρ2 for
small ρ. Therefore, the QQ¯ production cross section behaves roughly like ∝ 1/m2Q (modulo
logs and saturation effects).
In order to calculate the cross section for heavy quark pair production in pp collisions,
Eq. (1) has to be weighted with the projectile gluon density,
dσ(pp→ {QQ¯}X)
dy
= x1G (x1, µF )σ(GN → {QQ¯}X), (4)
where y = 1
2
ln(x1/x2) is the rapidity of the pair and µF ∼ mQ. In analogy to the parton
model, we call µF the factorization scale. Uncertainties arising from the choice of this scale
will be investigated in section III. Integrating over all kinematically allowed rapidities yields
σtot(pp→ {QQ¯}X) = 2
∫ − ln( 2mQ√
s
)
0
dy x1G (x1, µF ) σ(GN → {QQ¯}X). (5)
A word of caution is in order, regarding the limits of the α-integration in Eq. (1). Since
the invariant mass of the QQ¯-pair is given by
M2QQ¯ =
k2⊥ +m
2
Q
αα¯
, (6)
the endpoints of the α-integration include configurations corresponding to arbitrarily large
invariant masses, eventually exceeding the total available cm. energy. However, since ρ
and k⊥ (the single quark transverse momentum) are conjugate variables, the pair mass is
not defined in the mixed representation, nor are the integration limits for α. Fortunately,
this problem is present only at the very edge of the phase space and therefore numerically
negligible.
Because of the mixed representation, in which the invariant mass of the pair is not defined,
the formulae for the MQQ¯ distributions will be somewhat more complicated. In a first step,
6we present a formula for the single quark k⊥ distributions, which can be obtained after a
simple calculation from the amplitudes given in section 2.1 of [6]. One finds,
d3σ(GN → {QQ¯}X)
d2k⊥dα
=
1
(2π)2
∫
d2ρ1d
2ρ2e
i~k⊥·(~ρ1−~ρ2)ΨG→QQ¯(α, ~ρ1)Ψ
∗
G→QQ¯(α, ~ρ2)
× 1
2
{9
8
[σqq¯(αρ1) + σqq¯(α¯ρ1) + σqq¯(αρ2) + σqq¯(α¯ρ2)]
−1
8
[σqq¯(α~ρ1 + α¯~ρ2) + σqq¯(α¯~ρ1 + α~ρ2)]
− [σqq¯(α|~ρ1 − ~ρ2|) + σqq¯(α¯|~ρ1 − ~ρ2|)]
}
. (7)
After integration over k⊥, one obviously recovers Eq. (1).
The heavy quark pair invariant mass distribution is now easily obtained,
dσ(pp→ {QQ¯}X)
dM2
QQ¯
= 2
∫ − ln(√τ)
0
dy x1G (x1, µF )
∫ αmax
αmin
dααα¯ π
d3σ(GN → {QQ¯}X)
d2k⊥dα
, (8)
where τ =M2
QQ¯
/s, and the limits of the α-integration now depend on MQQ¯,
αmax/min =
1
2
(
1±√1− v) , (9)
v =
4m2Q
M2
QQ¯
. (10)
It is possible to retrieve from Eq. (8) the corresponding leading order parton model
formula. Note that in leading order and for small separations ρ, the dipole cross section can
be expressed in terms of the target gluon density [15],
σqq¯(x, ρ) =
π2
3
ρ2αs(µ) xG(x, µ). (11)
In DIS, µ in Eq. (11) is given by µ = λ/ρ where λ is a number, since this is the only
available dimensionful scale at which the gluon density could be probed. However, in the
case of heavy quark production, it seems plausible that µ is of order of mQ, i.e. µ = µR,F .
Then, the curly bracket in Eq. (7) reduces to
{
. . .
}
Eq. (7)
=
π2
3
αs(µR) xG(x, µF )2~ρ1 · ~ρ2
(
α2 − αα¯
4
+ α¯2
)
, (12)
and it is possible to perform all but the y-integral in Eq. (8) analytically. The result is
dσ(pp→ {QQ¯}X)
dM2
QQ¯
= α2s(µR) 2
∫ − ln(√τ)
0
dy x1G (x1, µF )x2G (x2, µF )
× π
192M4
QQ¯
{(
v2 + 16v + 16
)
ln
(
1 + β
1− β
)
− 28β − 31vβ
}
, (13)
7where β =
√
1− v. Changing the integration variables to x1 and x2, we obtain for the total
cross section,
σtot(pp→ {QQ¯}X) = α
2
s(µR)
m2Q
∫
dx1dx2G(x1, µF )G(x2, µF )
× πv
192
{(
v2 + 16v + 16
)
ln
(
1 + β
1− β
)
− 28β − 31vβ
}
. (14)
Note that Eq. (14) exactly agrees with the LO parton model result for the gluon-gluon
contribution to the heavy quark production cross section (see Eqs. (7,8,10,15) in [1]). Thus,
we have shown that in leading order αs and in leading twist approximation, dipole approach
and parton model become equivalent at high energies, when the gluon-gluon contribution
in the parton model dominates. Furthermore, in leading-log x2 approximation, the dipole
cross section in the formulae for heavy quark production is the same as in DIS, and is given
by Eq. (11). Note that Eqs. (4) and (5) are not analytically equivalent to their parton model
counterparts because of the inaccuracy in the α-integration.
A calculation of higher order corrections is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless,
higher order corrections are important, because they provide a mechanism for the generation
of large transverse momenta of the heavy quark pair. It would also be interesting to see,
if the relation between σqq¯ and σqq¯G, Eq. (2), persists to higher orders. It is possible to
calculate higher order corrections systematically in the dipole approach. This has been done
in the case of DIS in the generalized BFKL approach of Nikolaev and Zakharov, see e.g.
[7]. However, the widely discussed next-to-leading order (NLO) correction to the BFKL
equation [16], has left the theory of low-x resummation in an unclear state. We conclude
this section with the remark that, whatever the result of a higher order calculation will be, it
will not be possible to reproduce the complete NLO correction of the parton model [1, 2, 3]
in the dipole approach. Only terms enhanced by a factor log(x2) can be reproduced. This
limitation is inherent to the dipole formulation.
III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
Now that it has been shown that the dipole formulation and the conventional parton
model are equivalent in a certain approximation, still the questions remain, how well does
the dipole approach describe experimental data, and how much do predictions from both
approaches differ from each other. Note that we do not use the leading order gluon density to
8calculate the dipole cross section according to Eq. (11), instead we employ the phenomeno-
logical parameterization of [17] for σqq¯, which reduces to Eq. (11) in the limit ρ → 0 and
includes saturation effects at larger transverse separations. This parameterization is an im-
proved version of the saturation model presented in [18], which now also includes DGLAP
evolution. We use fit 1 of [17], since the non-monotonous behavior of fit 2 as a function of
ρ seems unphysical to us. Both fits are constrained by HERA DIS data for xBj ≤ 0.01.
We stress that σqq¯(x2, ρ) contains much more information than the ordinary parameter-
izations of the gluon density. The unintegrated gluon density is related to the dipole cross
section by Fourier transform (see e.g [17, 18]). Thus, σqq¯(x2, ρ) also contains information
about the transverse momentum distribution of low-x gluons in a nucleon. The x2 depen-
dence and the intrinsic transverse momentum parameterized in the dipole cross section are
higher order effects, which are taken into account in the dipole approach in this phenomeno-
logical way. Therefore, we compare predictions of the dipole approach for open charm and
bottom production to NLO parton model calculation. The latter were performed with the
code of [1, 2, 3], using GRV98HO parton distributions [19] in MS scheme.
In the dipole approach, we use the one loop running coupling constant,
αs(µR) =
4π(
11− 2
3
Nf
)
ln
(
µ2
R
(200MeV)2
) (15)
at a renormalization scale µR ∼ mQ, and the number of light flavors is chosen to be Nf = 3
for open charm and Nf = 4 for open bottom production. Furthermore, we use the GRV98LO
[19] gluon distribution (from CERNLIB [20]) to model the gluon density in the projectile.
We use a leading order parton distribution function (PDF), because of its probabilistic
interpretation. Note that one could attempt to calculate the projectile gluon distribution
from the dipole cross section. However, the projectile distribution functions are needed
mostly at large momentum fraction x1, where the dipole cross section is not constrained by
data.
Our results for the total charm pair cross section in proton-proton (pp) collisions is shown
in Fig. 2 as function of center of mass energy. The left panel shows the uncertainties of
both approaches by varying quark mass mc and renormalization scale µR in the intervals
1.2GeV ≤ mc ≤ 1.8GeV and mc ≤ µR ≤ 2mc, respectively. The factorization scale is kept
fixed at µF = 2mc, because in our opinion, the charm quark mass is too low for DGLAP
evolution. A large fraction of the resulting uncertainty originates from different possible
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FIG. 2: Results for the total open charm pair cross section as function of cm.
energy. Varying free parameters in dipole approach (solid lines) and in the
parton model (dashed lines) gives rise to the uncertainties shown on the left.
In the figure on the right, parameters in both models have been adjusted so that
experimental data are described.
choices of the charm quark mass, since the total cross section behaves approximately like
σtot ∝ m−2Q .
Note that the mean value of x2 increases with decreasing energy. At
√
s = 130GeV one
has x2 ∼ 0.01. For lower energies, our calculation is an extrapolation of the saturation model.
For the highest fixed target energies of
√
s ≈ 40GeV, values of x2 ∼ 0.1 become important.
Unlike in the Drell-Yan case, which was studied in [11], the dipole approach to heavy quark
production does not show any unphysical behavior when extrapolated to larger x2. One
reason for this is that the new saturation model [17] assumes a realistic behavior of the
gluon density at large x2. In addition, even at energies as low as
√
s = 15GeV, the gluon-
gluon fusion process is the dominant contribution to the cross section.
Because of the wide uncertainty bands, one can adjust mc and µR in both approaches
so that experimental data are reproduced. Then, dipole approach and NLO parton model
yield almost identical results. However, the predictive power of the theory is rather small. In
Fig. 2 (right), we used mc = 1.2GeV and µR = 1.5mc for the NLO parton model calculation
and mc = 1.4GeV, µR = mc in the dipole approach. The data points tend to lie at the
upper edge of the uncertainty bands, so that rather small values ofmc are needed to describe
them.
There are remaining uncertainties which are not shown in Fig. 2 (right), because different
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combinations of mc and µR can also yield a good description of the data. In addition,
different PDFs will lead to different values of the cross section at high energies, since the
heavy quark cross section is very sensitive to the low-x gluon distribution. In [21], it was
found that an uncertainty of a factor of ∼ 2.3 remains at √s = 14 TeV (in the NLO parton
model), even after all free parameters had been fixed to describe total cross section data at
lower energies. In the dipole approach, the low-x gluon distribution of the target is modeled
by the dipole cross section. Since there are not many successful parameterizations of σqq¯, it
is difficult to quantify the uncertainty resulting from this quantity. Using the old saturation
model [18] instead of the DGLAP improved one [17] leads only to small differences for open
charm production (this is not the case for bottom production, see below). However, it is
reasonable to expect that the uncertainty will be at least as large as in the parton model,
i.e. a factor of 2.3. Therefore, it will probably be impossible to find any signs of saturation
in the total cross section for open charm production. It is however interesting to see that
20 – 30% of the total pp cross section at LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV) goes into open charm [31].
A few remarks are in order concerning the data shown in Fig. 2. The fixed target data [23]
(i.e all points except the one from PHENIX [24]) were taken in proton-nucleon collisions, and
the quantity that was actually measured was the D-meson cross section for Feynman xF > 0.
We corrected the data for the contribution to open charm from charmed baryons and for the
partial xF coverage according to the prescription of [25]. The PHENIX point was measured
in AuAu collisions, assuming that there is no contribution to the single electron signal from
sources unrelated to charm production, such as thermal direct photons or thermal di-leptons.
The data point shown in the figure is for central collisions. We did not correct for nuclear
(anti-)shadowing effects, either.
Next, we calculate the total bb¯-pair cross section as function of center of mass energy,
see Fig. 3. In order to quantify the theoretical uncertainties, we vary the free parameters
over the ranges 4.5GeV ≤ mb ≤ 5GeV and mb ≤ µR, µF ≤ 2mb Because of the large
b-quark mass, uncertainties are much smaller than for open charm production. One can
see that the dipole approach tends to predict higher values than the NLO parton model,
even though the energy dependence expected in both approaches is very similar. In fact,
the results calculated in the dipole approach with mb = 5GeV agree almost exactly with
the NLO parton model calculation with mb = 4.5GeV. For all other values of mb, the
uncertainty bands of the two approaches do not overlap, in contrast to the case for open
11
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FIG. 3: Uncertainties of open bb¯ pair
production calculated in the dipole ap-
proach (solid) and in the NLO parton
model (dashed). The dipole approach
seems to provide a better description
of the data, even though HERA-B
energy is too low for the dipole ap-
proach.
charm production.
Three measurements of open bb¯ production are published in the literature [26, 27, 28].
The two values of the open bottom cross section measured at Fermilab [26, 27] at cm. energy
√
s = 38.8GeV differ by almost three standard deviations. The HERA-B measurement at
slightly larger cm. energy
√
s = 41.6GeV [28] is consistent with the E771 [27] value. These
two points seem to be better described by the dipole approach, though the NLO parton
model (with mb = 4.5GeV) still touches the HERA-B error bar. Note that also a different
set of PDFs would not significantly pull up the parton model curve [21], as a lower value of
the b-quark mass would do. With a resummation of terms from higher order corrections [29],
however, the parton model can reproduce each of the three measurements within theoretical
uncertainties, see [28]. On the other hand, typical values of x2 which are important for bb¯
production at HERA-B energy are of order x2 ∼ 0.2, while the parameterization [17] of the
dipole cross section is constrained only by DIS data with xBj ≤ 0.01.
We point out that it is essential to use the DGLAP improved saturation model of [17] in
order to obtain the same energy dependence in the dipole approach as in the NLO parton
model. The older saturation model of [18] predicts a much weaker energy dependence.
Finally, we calculate the rapidity distribution of heavy quark pairs, Fig. 4. For open
charm production, we use the values of mc, µF and µR that describe the total cross section
data. With this choice, the rapidity distributions expected in both approaches are very
similar in shape and absolute normalization. The single PHENIX point has large errorbars,
but is nevertheless well described by both approaches. The curves for bb¯ production (Fig. 4)
in the dipole approach are calculated with mb = µF = µR = 4.9GeV, because this set
12
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FIG. 4: Rapidity distribution of heavy quark pairs. In the case of open charm
(left) free parameters of both approaches were chosen such that total cross
section data are described i.e. as in Fig. 2 (left). The same was done for bb¯
production (right) in the dipole approach (solid curves). In the NLO parton
model (dashed curves), we used the parameter set that yielded the largest cross
section.
of parameter values describes well the HERA-B point. The parton model calculation was
performed with mb = µR = 4.5GeV and µF = 2mb. This combination yields the upper
parton model curve in Fig. 3. Even though the shape of the rapidity distributions in the two
approaches are similar, somewhat larger cross sections are expected in the dipole approach.
We have checked that the rapidity integral over the parton model curves in Fig. 4 reproduces
the total cross sections shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
While it is an advantage of the dipole formulation to provide very simple formulas that
allow one to absorb much of the higher order corrections into a phenomenological param-
eterization of σqq¯(x2, ρ), one cannot clarify the origin of the discrepancy in normalizations
without a systematic calculation of higher orders in this approach. Such a calculation is in
principle possible, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we employed the color dipole approach to study heavy quark pair pro-
duction in pp collisions. We analytically related the leading order dipole approach to the
lowest order parton model, thereby putting the dipole formulation on a more firm theoretical
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basis. In phenomenological applications to the total heavy quark pair cross section and the
pair rapidity distribution, large theoretical uncertainties arise, mostly from different possible
choices of the heavy quark mass. This is especially true for open charm production. Never-
theless, experimental data can be described in the dipole approach with realistic parameter
values. In kinematical regions where no data are available, predictions from the dipole
approach and the NLO parton model for open charm production agree well after all free
parameters are fixed to describe the existing data. Note that we employ a phenomenological
parameterization of the dipole cross section, which is supposed to include higher order effects
as well, so that there is no justification for introducing an arbitrary overall normalization
factor (“K-factor”).
Theoretical uncertainties in the cross section value, which arise from the heavy quark
mass are much smaller in the case of open b-production. In this case, predictions from the
dipole approach tend to be higher than the NLO parton model, but the curves are similar
in shape (provided QCD evolution is included in the dipole approach). Even though two
out of three fixed target measurements of bb¯-production seem to be better described by the
dipole approach, one has to bear in mind that fixed target energies are too low for a reliable
application of the dipole approach. Future experimental data at higher energies will show,
whether the dipole approach can reproduce the correct normalization of the cross section.
A special advantage of the dipole formulation is the simplicity of its formulae, which
allow one to calculate the rapidity distribution of heavy quark pairs in only a few seconds.
In addition, it is particularly easy to calculate nuclear effects in heavy quark production
within this formulation [5, 6]. In fact, the latter point has been the original motivation for
developing this approach.
In the future, it will be necessary to systematically calculate higher order correction
in the dipole approach, in order to find out which part of these corrections can be taken
into account by a phenomenological parameterization of the dipole cross section. This is
especially important in view of the transverse momentum distribution of heavy quark pairs.
In the dipole approach as presented in this paper, all transverse momentum of the pair can
originate only from the intrinsic transverse momentum of the target gluon, which is encoded
in the dipole cross section. This intrinsic transverse momentum should not be confused with
the primordial pT which is sometimes introduced in phenomenological approaches. Part of
the intrinsic pT parameterized in the dipole cross section originates from higher orders in
14
perturbation theory. An investigation of higher order corrections will also help clarifying the
origin of the different absolute normalizations of dipole approach and parton model for open
b-production. In addition, a good theoretical understanding of the transverse momentum
dependence of heavy quark production in the dipole formulation should be achieved before
one applies this approach to describe Tevatron measurements. We finally mention that single
inclusive hadroproduction of heavy quarks can be formulated in the dipole approach as well.
We shall address these topics in a future publication.
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